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MCV-CAP - OVERVIEW

We (MCVCAP Ltd., BCB4U-Bank and further group
companies - in the following MCV-CAP) will combine
traditional banking functionalities with the innovative
advantages of Blockchain technology and tradable
crypto-currencies.

Traditional banking functionalities are defined as
standing- and collection-orders, transfers, credit and
debit cards, salary accounts, cash in and out etc.
Innovative benefits of Blockchain technology mean
anonymity, free-of-charge service, instant payment
function, enhanced security features etc.

By uniting traditional banking capabilities with those of
Blockchain technologies, crypto-currencies are made
accessible for everything in daily life. That means
purchases at the bakery, butcher’s, textile shop, online
shop, or even collection- and standing- order payments
for electricity, gas, rent, community taxes (garbage,
sewerage, water dues ...) can be made using crypto- or
FIAT currencies.

These services will be freely accessible regardless of the
customer’s origin, asset status and other personal
circumstances.

We make Blockchain technology and crypto-currencies accessible 
to everyone in daily life

OVERVIEW
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MCV-CAP - OVERVIEW

BLOCKCHAIN REVOLUTION IN BANKING 

OVERVIEW
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MCV-CAP - OVERVIEW

IMPLEMENTATION:

Ø Establishment of the online bank BCB4U with full 

banking license

Ø Linking products of the online bank to the crypto-

currency wallet as a main wallet, and crypto-wealth

management

Ø Rapid expansion of customer base through etoxx

loyalty software (collaboration with major retail
partners supporting acquisition of millions of
customers )

Ø Rapid cross-selling potential through a broad product

range (crypto-products, insurance, investments etc.)

Ø Cashback on every product for long-term customer

loyalty

MCV Token VALUE ADDED:

The MCV token is a voucher for the future BCB4U coin.

The revenues of the MCV ICO token sale will be used for

establishing and capitalizing the BCB4U AG Bank and

further development of software and products. The

BCB4U coin should be issued after the bank license is

approved. One MCV token equates four BCB4U coins.

The BCB4U coin generation date will be determined by

the BCB4U bank management after the bank license has

been granted.

BCB4U Coin

Ø BCB4U coin used for bank products & services

Ø Loyalty coin - for products such as leasing, credit,

insurance …, crypto-currency transactions and debit

and credit card payments, millions of smaller and

larger cashback transactions will be executed daily

with BCB4U coin.

This shall make the BCB4U coin the most used COIN in

the world, increasing demand on a daily basis.

BLOCKCHAIN REVOLUTION IN BANKING

OVERVIEW
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MCV-CAP - OVERVIEW

MCV-CAP will boost the global potential for transactions
in crypto-currencies. While other ICOs are looking for
specific solutions for individual needs, MCV-CAP will
connect the old and new banking world to make crypto-
currencies available for any type of business activity.

Every transaction today, whether by credit or debit
cards, domestic and foreign payments, online shopping,
standing- and collection-orders etc., should be able to be
processed by any person without restriction due to
financial status, nationality or personal history. Following
a successful ICO, MCV-CAP will apply for a full banking
license through its affiliates and will then integrate all
listed and traded crypto-currencies into a common wallet
solution system. With the introduction of a new banking
world and the software house behind us, we will be one
of the key drivers in opening the unlimited possibilities of
the Blockchain world to private individuals globally.

By taking advantage of the old banking world and adding
all the innovations of Blockchain technology and crypto-
currencies, we want to make a significant contribution to
the future of our new world.

This will enable every individual on the planet, no
matter who and where they may be, to get access to all
types of transaction for their daily needs.

We will focus on new potentials in Blockchain
technology, whilst always keeping the broad usability of
our services in mind. Not everything old can be
considered as bad, neither everything new as good.
Therefore, the right choice of benefits from both worlds
and especially future innovations will be cornerstones of
our strategy.

In the words of Egon Putzi, founder of the high-tech
company SEZ, we want to be THE FUTURE OF
INNOVATIONS in the field of Blockchain technology and
will therefore focus on looking after daily financial-
products needs of for everyone worldwide.

OVERVIEW
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MCV-CAP - OVERVIEW

Although investing in crypto-currencies has led to
entirely new dimensions in profits, nevertheless
investors are regularly faced with the same problems:

Ø How and where can I pay with my crypto-currencies?

Ø How and where can I trade my crypto-currencies in 
FIAT currencies (e.g. €, $, £, etc.)?

In addition, people are looking for simpler and safer ways
to buy a crypto-currency in the first place.

Our goal is to facilitate the purchase and use of crypto-
currencies, but also to facilitate the swift exchange of
crypto-currencies (in FIAT or other crypto-currencies).

Today, crypto-currencies are already increasingly being
used by customers and the business community. Crypto-
currencies in combination with Blockchain and Smart
Contracting are therefore payment instruments for
“smart contracting” not limited by national borders. They
offer us future-oriented products and services, creating a
connection between the real and the digital worlds.

OVERVIEW

We facilitate transfers between crypto and FIAT currencies
that are not tied to national borders
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Bitcoin, as the hitherto most successful cryptographic
currency, has clearly demonstrated the enormous
potential of this new means of payment and brought
many other ideas to the fore. Latecomers can hardly
benefit from its extraordinary earnings potential, due to
the rapidly rising price. These successes are leading to
the emergence of new currency/Blockchain applications
and products, raising the question of whether all of them
can ultimately meet the expected revenue goals.

The application areas for these technologies range from
simple means of payment to “smart contracting” (a
smart contract is a computer protocol that facilitates,
verifies and/or executes the negotiation or processing of
a contract).

Today, global payments are non-transparently
dominated by states, banks and companies, which on the
one hand limit full access to their services and on the
other devalue our money through exorbitant and opaque
cost structures.

As a result, companies and individuals suffer from limited
liquidity. Financing is only possible for privileged people;
credit cards are only available under strictest conditions.
In addition, the complexity and exclusivity of existing
banking regulations currently exclude more than 2.2
billion people worldwide from having a bank account.

MCV-CAP - OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW The explosive development of 
crypto-currencies
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MCV-CAP - INTRODUCTION

In order to meet the challenges of the digital world as
quickly as possible, we support innovative Blockchain
developments that make banking and cashless payment
services as well as other business areas (real estate,
precious metals, start-ups, direct sales …) independent of
any external influence. These should be freely accessible
to everyone and should, above all, be safe.
MCV-CAP investments are therefore focused on creating
a wide range of functioning Blockchain-based products
and services.

The Blockchain technology enables the creation and
execution of new business processes that were
previously either impractical or very cumbersome.

To harness the Blockchain technologies and crypto-
currencies rapidly, we have aligned our corporate goals
with a view to accelerating, broadening and/or
redefining the applicability of this technology.

Aiming to promote new developments and companies,
the MCV token has been developed together with
software and legal experts as a secure (decentralized)
and simple crypto-voucher token.

Corporate governance:
We have subjected ourselves to the strictest corporate
governance guidelines: to ensure proper management
there is, on the one hand, the Blockchain algorithm and,
on the other, a code of internal minimum requirements
for executives, experts, consultants and founders.
Accordingly, experts will annually analyze and review the
development and introduction of the technology, its
ecosystem and the interactions between its participants.
In addition, the use of funds and management
remuneration have been clearly defined.

CHALLENGES and SOLUTIONS

INTRO
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MCV-CAP - INTRODUCTION
Future characteristics of BCB4U coin 

We have put great emphasis on basic characteristics as follows:

Ø Simplicity
The use of the MCV technology does not 
require a new programming language or 
deep knowledge of Blockchain technology

Ø Scalability
The platform is able to meet the demands of
the ever-increasing number of transactions
per second

Ø Impairment-proof
The BCB4U coin is used as a central BCB4U bank
currency as well as a loyalty coin, i.e. for products,
crypto-currency transactions, debit and credit card
payments; millions of smaller and larger cashback
transactions are executed daily in BCB4U coins. This will
make the BCB4U coin the most used coin in the world
and increase daily demand

Ø Manipulation-proof
Blockchain transactions are non-mutable
thanks to the decentralization and cannot
be subsequently modified or manipulated

Ø Security
The encrypted/decentralized data is
only available to authorized persons

Ø Configurability
Algorithms and properties can be
configured for individual requirements

Ø Business applications
Smart contracts, bank products, payments, loyalty
and cashless transactions and many more. Our
products and services offer far-reaching benefits
by reducing, or eliminating overheads and the
expenses of traditional processes - because all
parties/systems interact with a common dataset
at the same time

Ø Privacy
Transactions can be carried out within legal
requirements

INTRO

In summary, the Blockchain technology used for the BCB4U coin features exceptional simplicity, straightforwardness
and secure access controls to afford best protection of private data sets amongst individual participants.
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MCV-CAP - USP

Our products and systems enable the creation and
execution of novel, simpler, faster and safer business
processes, which have previously been cumbersome
and often very difficult to perform.

Other people are offering a crypto debit card and call it
revolutionary:

For the first time all
SEPA banking services are being merged with the 

world of crypto-currencies under one roof.

Thanks to our future full bank license, we can offer all
classic banking products and complement them with
wide-ranging crypto-currency products such as bank
transfers, collection- and standing-orders, debit &
credit cards, wealth management (including ICO
investments, crypto analysis program, mining …), loans
and other investments.

This makes us unique and will completely redefine 
the future banking landscape.

USP
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MCV-CAP - MISSION STATEMENT

We will make Blockchain technology and crypto-currencies accessible 
to everyone across daily life

MISSION STATEMENT

MISSION
STATEMENT



MCV-CAP - USE OF FUNDS

We are committed to corporate governance guidelines
and have already, and in advance, clearly specified the
use of ICO revenue.

Approximately 75% of the ICO revenues will be used for
the necessary full banking license as well as for rolling
out products:

12

USE OF
FUNDS

24/7 Blockchain/Crypto- & SEPA Banking

Crypto/FIAT Debit- & Credit cards ATMs

Crypto wealth management

Blockchain loans

Contactless payment solutions

Crypto exchange services

Cashback up to 85%

Cashless payments

Crypto mining

Precious metal trading

Crypto investments in real estate

Software & Blockchain technology

USE OF FUNDS
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MCV-CAP - DISCLAIMERS

This document (MCV-CAP whitepaper) has been created
to provide simple and accessible information about the
“MCV-CAP” project. In particular, it describes and
analyzes the basic idea, the business model and plan, the
competitive advantages, the Initial Coin Offering (ICO),
the market roll-out and the roadmap.

The MCV-CAP whitepaper will be made public on March
20, 2018. Further information about the project can be
found in full on our web page (www.mcv-cap.com) and on
the coin web page (www.mcvcoin.com) as well as on
other media channels, in particular on social networks,
i.e. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.

We recommend thorough perusal of these documents
and consultation with your own legal advisors before
committing to any actions. Neither we nor any third party
can be held liable for any damage or losses, which may
result, regardless of whether directly or indirectly, from
decisions that are made after studying this whitepaper.
This paper has been elaborated by various parties
involved in creating this project.

NOT AN OFFER OF SECURITIES, ADVICE OR OF OTHER
INVESTMENTS
The content of this whitepaper is for information
purposes only. It does not constitute any kind of
investment advice, solicitation, or endorsement. All your
decisions or actions taken on the basis of the information
in this whitepaper, the MCV-CAP web pages, or other
content are at your own risk and discretion. The MCV
token cannot be considered as security under the law, or
as a use-only coin.

You should only invest if you:

• have a basic understanding of the key components of
the Blockchain technology and understand how
Blockchains work

• know how to handle Blockchain wallets as well as
about protection of private keys

• are aware of all risks of the crypto-token (voucher) and
are also able to sustain losses

• know that expected profits will not automatically occur
• are not a citizen of the United States, PRC China or

Hong Kong

DISCLAIMERS
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MCV-CAP - DISCLAIMERS
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain information in this whitepaper contains
information about the future of the project, future events
and projections. These statements may be identified by
words and phrases such as "will," "estimate," "believe,"
"expect," "project," "anticipate," "guarantee," or words of
similar meaning contained in other publicly available
materials such as videos, blog posts, interviews, etc.
The information presented in this whitepaper contains
forward-looking statements and includes, but is not
limited to, the following:

• Projected success
• Period for the termination of the ICO
• Expected result of the investments
• Implementation of the project vision and strategy
• Future liquidity, working capital and capital 

requirements

In general, statements about the future are subject to a
variety of risks and uncertainties. In light of such risks and
uncertainties, actual results may differ from the
expectation described. These statements are not a
guarantee of future success nor should excessive reliance
be placed upon them.

MCV-CAP is not obliged to update any forward-looking
statements, as and when circumstances change. All your
actions subsequent to this whitepaper and to other
additional information provided by MCV-CAP remain your
own responsibility.

NO WARRANTIES
The ultimate success of the MCV token cannot be
guaranteed. Also, it is not possible to give any promise
that the MCV token will gain value. Rather, it is pointed
out that there is also the possibility of a total failure. It is
therefore advisable carefully to weigh the risks and
uncertainties before making a decision.

DISCLAIMER
MCV-CAP offers no representations or warranties and
disclaims all liability and responsibility, to the fullest extent
permitted by law, for all communicational or informational
material.

DISCLAIMERS
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MCV-CAP - DEFINITIONS

BLOCKCHAIN

A Blockchain represents a chain of data blocks for storing
transactions. Each block contains the check digit of the
previous and subsequent blocks, with the property that
the single block is fixed in the sequence and can no
longer be altered. The data chains are additionally stored
several times in different locations to exclude
counterfeiting and manipulation.
In principle, data sets stored in a Blockchain are
therefore real and unchangeable, which makes their
administration and authentication unnecessary.
This makes business-models realizable without involving
intermediaries. 

As an example, securities-trading without banks, or real
estate transactions without a notary become
conceivable. So-called Smart Contracts can replace
conventional paper contracts by means of programmed
commands and functions.

In practice, this means that Blockchain technology is
capable of completely re-designing and revolutionising
the entire financial sector.DEFINITIONS
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INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

An ICO is nothing more than an alternative
crowdfunding, using a crypto-currency to raise fresh
capital. In the conventional financial market, this is
organized by banks, venture capitalists and stock
exchanges, using bureaucratic and complex processes.
ICOs are in a position to procure liquidity more easily,
faster, more efficiently and above all without binding
legal framework conditions.

What makes ICOs interesting and ultimately attractive?

• Public and quick market access

• Through the Blockchain technology, coins can easily 
and rapidly be purchased and can experience 
tremendous value increase over time

•

• A global investor-market promotes decentralization 
of the market

• ICOs support many new projects and drive innovation 
in a very efficient way 

Early investors can take advantage of the highly
attractive option of the “Private Sale” & “Pre-ICO” to buy
coins more cheaply prior the official market launch - thus
significantly optimizing their profit once again.

An increasing number of ICO offerings is expected in the
near future, making this technology a mainstream
system. Although there are, therefore, many upcoming
opportunities for investors, it can still be difficult to
choose the solid and rewarding ICO to strengthen their
investments.

MCV-CAP - DEFINITIONS

DEFINITIONS
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MCV-CAP - DEFINITIONS

FIAT CURRENCY 

FIAT money can be considered as an object without
intrinsic value serving as a means of exchange. The
opposite of a FIAT money is the crypto-currency BCB4U,
which, in addition to its external exchange value, will
also have an intrinsic value that is independent of
government decisions, as long as it is allowed to be used
for payments.

Following the MCV-CAP ICO and BCB4U Coin generation
and listing, BCB4U coins will be freely purchased and
sold through multiple international platforms. The MCV
token can be redeemed to 4 BCB4U coins and further on
be safely stored in your crypto wallet.

However, being legally stipulated as a means of payment
within a monetary constitution does not of itself
necessarily endow FIAT money with the status of an
actual means of payment. That only comes through the
general consensus of trading partners (payers,
recipients) with regard to the value and price of the
currency.

As an example, the British pound, as the oldest FIAT
currency in the world, has lost over 99 percent of its
value since its inauguration more than 1200 years ago.

Although short-term volatility may be higher in crypto-
currencies, there has been a consistent value
appreciation as compared with FIAT in recent years.
FIAT currencies, as the traditional means of payment,
have often been relatively insecure in the past. The life
span of FIAT currencies can be assumed at a historical
average of around 25 to 30 years.

In particular, inflation erodes these currencies, and this
leads to price increases and ultimately to their
devaluation over time.
In addition, conventional banks and states can literally
determine the amount of money in circulation by
"printing money“. The clear regulation that is actually
required for this process is not really comprehensible -
and it too entails a permanent devaluation of money.

DEFINITIONS
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Benefits of Blockchain in the financial world

MCV-CAP - CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

Authentication of identity and reputation
What happens today is that we rely on rating agencies
and financial data analysts to verify risks and customer
identity in a transaction, as well as to decide who gets
access to accounts and to loans. In contrast, such
assessments arise objectively out of the Blockchain itself.
Hence, this technology reduces the need for trust in
certain transactions.

Payment system
Blockchain will mean huge changes in payment
processes. On the one hand, higher security and lower
costs for banks are made possible, and on the other
payments between organizations and their customers -
and even between the banks themselves - can then be
processed within seconds.

In today’s banking world, the payment system requires
many intermediate stages, resulting in delays to credit
transfers. Blockchain will eliminate all intermediate
steps to ensure immediate transfers.

Fraud prevention
Although Blockchain is a fairly new technology, it has
tremendous potential for reducing fraud in the banking
world. Many financial institutions, such as stock
exchanges and payment service providers, are suffering
from the effects of enormous economic crime every
year.

A centralized database is at the heart of most banking
systems around the world, but its multiple weak points
make it ever more vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
The Blockchain, in contrast, is a distributed ledger, with a
time stamp for each block that contains batches of
individual transactions associated with a previous block.
This technology would serve to remove some of the
current criminal problems that have not yet been
resolved in today’s online world.

CHALLENGES
& SOLUTIONS
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Know Your Customer
According to a Thomson Reuters survey, up to $500
million a year is spent by financial institutions to
implement Know Your Customer (KYC) policies and
customer due diligence.

These rules clearly aim to reduce money laundering and
terrorism by introducing policies that banks are obliged
to use to review and identify their clients. Blockchain
would enable the identification of a client by another
participant, so that this identification can be accessed by
other subscribers at any time. In such cases, the KYC
process does not have to be restarted. This will in fact
lead to significantly reduced administrative costs for the
compliance departments.

Smart Contracts
Blockchain also offers Smart Contract solutions that can
store any form of digital information through individual
computer codes that can be used only once. This code
could be programmed to contract or execute financial
transactions as soon as a specific set of criteria has been
met. As an example, the delivery of a product could
release an invoice for payment.

Trading platforms
Our trading platforms based on Blockchain technology
would dramatically lower the risk of operational errors
and fraud. Even organizations like NASDAQ, the Austrian
National Bank and the Australian Securities Exchange are
already investigating Blockchain solutions, in the search
for lower costs and improved efficiency.

Loans
By using Blockchain, creditworthiness can be checked at
any time and transparency can be increased. All
participants could grant credit amongst themselves.

MCV-CAP - CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

CHALLENGES
& SOLUTIONS

Benefits of Blockchain in the financial world
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Risk capital and investments
Investing in an asset or company gives individuals the

opportunity to earn a return such as capital appreciation,

dividends, interest or rent. Obtaining the money usually

requires investment bankers, venture capitalists and

lawyers, to name a few. The Blockchain technology

automates the matching of supply to demand and

enables more efficient, transparent and secure models

for peer-to-peer financing, dividend collection and profit

sharing.

Insurance and risk management
Risk managers try to protect individuals and companies

from uncertain losses or defaults, not just through

insurance, but through innumerable derivatives hedging

against any unpredictable or uncontrollable events. By

supporting decentralised insurance models Blockchain

adds much clearer transparency to such derivatives.

Accounting
Accounting represents a multi-billion dollar industry

controlled by four giant auditing firms. Nevertheless,

traditional accounting practises cannot keep up with the

speed and complexity of modern finance. The Blockchain

ledger would make the audit transparent in real time,

allowing regulators to audit financial transactions within

a specific company more easily.

Settlement of financial instruments today takes days,

sometimes weeks, tying up capital and exposing

participants in the industry to massive risks. Blockchain

dramatically simplifies many business processes, reduces

risk and increases transparency.

Microsoft and KPMG are working together 
with Blockchain: Joint Innovation Center in 
Frankfurt started (IT Finanz Magazin)

MCV-CAP - CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

CHALLENGES
& SOLUTIONS

Benefits of Blockchain in the financial world
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MCV-CAP - CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

The Blockchain world is already affecting the way people
work with current banking and shopping platforms.
People are now demanding more control over their
finances and purchasing activities.

This is the driving force behind MCV-CAP:
à Providing capital to businesses that revolutionize
banking products, payment services and contract systems,
to ensure a free, easy, fast and anonymous exchange
process. This ensures safe trading with all participants
involved.

As yet, almost none of the conventional banks has
implemented crypto-currency wallets, crypto-currency
payments and smart contracts.

Enabling limitless, on-the-spot payments, a crypto-
currency is the perfect alternative, for simplifying these
banking, payment und trading services and processes and
finally will reduce costs as a result.

Global cross-border payments and trading revenues are
expected to reach around $ 5 trillion.

Our current banking system is still transferring billions of
dollars through insecure systems, serving billions of
customers and supporting a global economy worth several
hundred trillion dollars.

But it is antiquated and uses standard industrial
technologies with paper-based processes in a pseudo-
digital format. Still centralized, it is vulnerable to data
corruption, insecure against system failure and hacker
attacks. Banks continue to deny billions of people access
to bank accounts and thus to basic financial and payment
services.

Transparency is largely lacking and their current monopoly
largely prevents innovation.

CHALLENGES
& SOLUTIONS
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Our focus is on products and systems that will work
towards an innovative reorientation of the banking
system, as well as existing payment and remittance
processes and contracting.

The main goal is to establish a simple, but at the same
time fast, secure and cost-effective payment and
exchange process between crypto- and FIAT currencies
using Blockchain technologies.
In addition to the above factors, however, the anonymity
of all participants must be optimally secured.

It is notable that as yet virtually none of today’s big banks
of the old school has either rolled out the tools of the
crypto-currency world (such as wallets, payment with
crypto-currency and simple trade agreements) or entered
into the necessary partnerships.

Even though national banks and governments have
already turned their attention to these technologies,
commercial banks are reluctant to learn and understand
these digital technologies.

People in the banking sector are still using conventional
technologies and paper-based processes to transform
their existing processes and systems into a pseudo-digital
format.

The old system nevertheless remains centralized and is
still vulnerable to data loss, system crash; and, worst of all,
it is expensive and not freely accessible to everyone.

These banks currently serve billions of clients, transferring
trillions of dollars a day in different currencies and at
horrendous costs.

The big disadvantage is that we all pay for it:

à High administrative expenses, loss of time, bureaucracy
etc. cause billions of costs and lost profits every year.

MCV-CAP - USE OF FUNDS

USE OF
FUNDS
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BCB4U BLOCKCHAIN BANK FOR YOU

Thanks to the ICO, MCV-CAP will become a founding

member at the BCB4U, which will apply for a full banking

license. This is due to be approved by the forth quarter

of 2018.

Upon approval, BCB4U will offer the following app-

based Blockchain services:

According to a PWC survey, Blockchain is considered a

forward-looking technology for the banking sector.

However, only a few institutions have planned a

strategy, let alone a budget or designated staff for the

implementation of this technology.

Because of existing bank bureaucracy, it is also unlikely

that anything will change quickly in this respect: that is

precisely why we have the unique opportunity to

become the world's largest Blockchain.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U

24/7 Blockchain/Crypto- & SEPA banking

Crypto/FIAT debit- & credit cards & ATMs

Crypto wealth management (mining, precious metals ...)

Blockchain loans

Crypto exchange services

Cashback up to 85%

Cashless payments

Crypto investments in real estate

ICO/ITO services

USE OF
FUNDS
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Financial institutes are lagging behind at Blockchain

Although customer inquiries are increasing, the banking
sector is surprisingly still doing nothing. Blockchain
technologies Ripple and Interbit have in part already
become established as novel concepts for handling
transactions and as a revolutionary technology.
In order to review this assessment with regard to the
financial sector, PWC carried out the study "Blockchain in
Financial Services 2017” in the first quarter of 2017.
150 executives from 109 banks with less than 500
employees and 41 banks with more than 500 employees
were questioned.
The result is remarkable and raises questions, especially
about consistency in regard to the use of technology.
The surveyed companies are basically aware of the high
relevance of the Blockchain technology for the financial
sector. More than 50% of the surveyed banks expect
moderate to extreme effects on their business model
within the next 5 years. Even globally, 62% of the financial
service providers believe that the Blockchain technology
should be integrated into the existing production systems
by the end of 2018.

Paradoxically, two-thirds of bank managers in Germany
admit that they have little or no profound knowledge of
the technology. In addition, two-thirds of companies have
dedicated no budget or staff to this question.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U

USE OF
FUNDS
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In summary, it can be assumed that Blockchain technology
will become essential for the business model. The future
hedging of profits requires an implementation of these
new technologies in all banks.

Exciting opportunities for BCB4U:

BCB4U will pursue a completely new business model.
"At first glance, financial services firms seem to cannibalize
their own business by offering transactions through
Blockchain.”
But with this fast developing technology, financial service
providers will attract many customers worldwide, who, for
example, previously had no bank accounts or insurance. In
addition, the technology offers high security standards,
and finally, Blockchain transactions are faster than
traditional contracts and transfers - all of which increase
customer satisfaction, lowers costs and integrates well
with other digital solutions that are already being
developed today.
The consequences for the financial sector could lead to
both, savings in billions or a lack of focus on the
technologies.”, according to Wolfgang Hach (Roland
Berger Financial Service)

Although the current status of Blockchain technologies can
only cover a limited quantity of Blockchain based banking
products, the unbelievable speed of new innovations
within this technology will allow the replacement of SEPA
banking products and services in the coming months and
years.

As a result, BCB4U services will be accessible,
free, secure, and, above all, quickly customizable
with online / app based Blockchain products.

Our target market: worldwide
Our target customers: 6 billion people worldwide

MCV-CAP - BCB4U

USE OF
FUNDS
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BCB4U offers the right alternative at the right time – on
the one hand taking onboard innovative Blockchain
technology and, on the other, offering the functions and
features of the classic banking system.

BCB4U will offer bank accounts that are freely accessible
via PC or app, and which can be equipped with wallets and
offer different currencies.

Via the wallet systems customers will be able to swap
between crypto- and FIAT currencies at any time.
Conventional products such as credit and debit cards
complete the offer.

API interfaces are used to connect third-party providers
(e.g. third-party banks, cashback loyalty systems) to the
BCB4U account. PSD2-control also provides access to
third-party accounts through the BCB4U account.

Only one single NFC-device (card, watch, wristband,
smartphone ...) is required to access all accounts (owned
as well as third-party accounts).

This makes possible payments in real and online shops as
well as ATM withdrawals. The security features integrated
into the devices, such as fingerprint and/or face
recognition etc., provide optimal protection and make the
money-handling procedures extremely secure.

BCB4U provides a payment function for all users of crypto-
currencies using a debit card for digital currencies.
The digital currency is converted “on the fly“ directly into
the relevant FIAT currency, during the payment process
and it can therefore be used like any conventional credit
or debit card.

Furthermore, invoices e.g. from energy providers or
insurance companies, instalment payments for loans,
online purchases etc. can of course also be settled
directly from the e-wallet using the crypto-currency. And,
the BCB4U card also includes all conventional payment
methods, e.g. SEPA, prepayment, credit card payment,
Western Union, etc. Various loyalty programs can also be
incorporated.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U

USE OF
FUNDS
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By combining traditional banking capabilities with those of
Blockchain technologies, crypto-currencies are made
technically accessible across the range of daily life. That
means purchases at the bakery, butcher’s, textile shop,
online trade, and even collection- and standing- orders for
electricity, gas, rent, community taxes (garbage,
sewerage, water...) can be transacted using crypto- or
FIAT currencies.

WORLDWIDE FREE ACCESSIBILITY
These services will be freely accessible worldwide,
regardless of customers’ origin, wealth status or other
personal circumstances.

FREE TRANSACTIONS
Because we use Blockchain technology, we do not charge
any transaction costs.

SCALABLE
Fully scalable structure that supports an unlimited number
of users and handles unlimited transaction volumes.

SECURE
Our Blockchain consists of data sets which are
continuously expandable and which are interconnected by
cryptographic means. Each block receives a secure hash of
the sub-block as well as transaction data and a timestamp.
These data sets are stored in decentralized locations and
are processed, verified and invariably logged without a
central overview.

EASY
All services are available in the simplest way, online and
through app’s.

FAST
Remittances, contracts (loans, investments, wealth
management ...) are immediately available through Smart
Contracting avoiding any delay to transfers.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U SERVICES

BCB4U

CRYPTO-BANKING FOR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BCB4U, as the world's most advanced bank, has
combined a revolutionary "banking Blockchain" with
SEPA banking software to provide a full range of banking
services at the lowest cost – already available today,
without limitations and including the security you need.

Because of the rapidly changing demands on products,
processes and applied technologies (mainly through
Blockchain technology), we have developed software
with the best software partners worldwide. It has the
following system characteristics:

Ø Centralized architecture

Ø Real-time view of customer transaction information in
the local banking system and online mode

Ø Scalability: scalable architecture that can support any
number of users and handle high transaction volumes
and operational growth

Ø Modular design: Due to the size and complexity of a
bank management system, it is important to build a
large application out of individual modules. Our
banking service includes debit & credit cards, instant
transfers, investments, loans, online & SMS banking
etc. with online processing time

Ø Open system: Our software can communicate with
any open application - especially Blockchain
technologies

Ø Flexible: The modular structure and the database
kernel allow for flexible modifications of the installed
banking software

Our SEPA banking products are the perfect complement
to our range of Blockchain products – this makes all
traded crypto-currencies usable in daily life for the very
first time!

MCV-CAP - BCB4U SERVICES

BCB4U

SEPA BANKING FOR EVERYDAY LIFE
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We make debit and credit cards freely available to
anyone who can connect to wallets for different crypto-
and FIAT currencies.

CONNECTABLE WITH ALL YOUR BANK ACCOUNTS
API interfaces are used to connect third-party providers
(e.g. third-party banks, cashback loyalty systems) to the
BCB4U credit card account. The PSD2 control also
provides access to third-party accounts through the
BCB4U account.

MODERN DEVICES
Just one single NFC device (card, watch, wristband,
smartphone ...) is needed to access all accounts (owned
and third-party accounts)

500 MILLION SHOPS
Payments can be made worldwide in over 500 million
real & online shops - cash withdrawals too

EXTREMELY SAFE
The security features integrated in the devices, such as
fingerprint and/or face recognition etc., provide optimal
protection

LOW COST
Internal Payments are absolutely free of charge –
external payment are charged only with the
intermediation partner costs

CASH BACK
Up to 85% of transaction fees from shop partners

FLEXIBLE & PERFECT
BCB4U provides a payment function for all users of
crypto & FIAT currencies using the digital currencies debit
card. The digital currency is converted "on the fly"
directly into the required FIAT currency during the
payment process and it can thus be used like any
conventional credit or debit card.

Furthermore, invoices e.g. from energy providers or
insurance companies, installment payments for loans,
online purchases etc. can of course also be settled
directly from the e-wallet using the crypto-currency. And,
the BCB4U card also includes all conventional payment
methods, e.g. SEPA, immediate payment, credit card
payment, Western Union, etc. Various loyalty programs
can also be incorporated.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U SERVICES

BCB4U

CRYPTO/FIAT DEBIT & CREDIT CARDS
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BCB4U wealth management (supported by etoxx crypto-
currency analysis software) will provide tremendous
benefits and impact on our clients' wealth management.

Our 'ledgers' are very flexible - once set up, they can be
used to avoid any time delays: from the customers'
onboarding process, to optimizing the management of
CC model portfolios, and to accelerating clearing and
handling of exchange transactions.

BCB4U CRYPTO WEALTH MANAGEMENT KEY FACTS
Ø The software that has been developed (2017-2018)

and ongoing upgrades analyze historical CC data and
projected CC exchange rates.

Ø Customer profiles are stored anonymously on a
Blockchain account or wallet.

Ø Customers can insert and change their asset strategy
online. Online and app based changes are assimilated
and implemented in the individual customer strategy
in real time.

Ø Investments in crypto-currencies, analyzed ICOs,
precious metals, stocks & bonds & funds, real estate
investments via crypto-currencies.

BCB4U CRYPTO WEALTH MANAGEMENT BENEFITS

Ø Real-time settlement models can avoid (or reduce)
transaction costs, significantly reduce partner risks
and capital availability.

Ø Anonymity (according to legal requirement), risk and
financial history, including know-your-customer (KYC)
and investment profile suggestions, are cheaper,
faster, and much easier with smart contracts and an
encrypted single point of truth ("SPOT").

Ø Financial planning based on Smart Data analysis
Ø Digital investment portfolios based on crypto-

currencies.
Ø Enables the immediate transfer of assets between

contracted parties with authenticated origin and
traceability of changes.

Our range of offers will quickly turn crypto wealth
management into mainstream.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U SERVICES

BCB4U

BLOCKCHAIN / CRYPTO WEALTH MANAGEMENT
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The customer receives a final-maturity credit of
maximum 40,000 BCB4U coins for maximum 12 months,
using Smart Contract (security: crypto-currencies) and
changes this into the desired FIAT currency.

NO INTEREST
For the loan, no interest will be charged

100% EXCHANGE RATE GUARANTEE
The exchange rate is hedged at 25% price increase.

CASH BACK
After full loan repayment, the customer receives 2%
cashback in BCB4U coins.

SUPPORT FOR CONSUMPTION OF THE BCB4U coins
The credit cycle (payout and repatriation) increases the
demand and benefits of the BCB4U coins, constantly
adding value to the BCB4U coins.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U SERVICES

BCB4U

BLOCKCHAIN / BCB4U COIN LOAN
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To complement our product range still further, we will
open our own crypto exchange platform in 2019, which
will map all major crypto-currencies. This will make
possible a quick, simple and reliable handling of all
customer transactions.

UP TO 85% CASHBACK
The BCB4U coin will be used as a central BCB4U bank
currency, but also as a loyalty coin - i.e. for products
(leasing, credit, insurance ..), crypto-currency
transactions and debit and credit card payments; millions
of smaller and larger cashback transactions will be
executed daily in BCB4U coins. This will make the BCB4U
coin the most used COIN in the world, increasing
demand on a daily basis.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U SERVICES

BCB4U

EXCHANGE HOUSE BANK PRODUCT CASHBACK

"BCB4U IS THE MOST EXCITING INNOVATION OF THE 21ST CENTURY AND WILL REDEFINE BANKING“
Elena Meissner, Addvalue Global Consulting (Head of ICO Advisory)
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In collaboration with the etoxx software team, BCB4U is
constantly developing new features to enhance and
expand existing systems and services still further. Wallets
for new tradable crypto-currencies are being added on
an on-going basis.

An attractive and transparent loyalty program (in FIAT
and/or crypto-currency) has already been tested and
implemented with approx. 40,000 users. The shop
partners involved consequently achieve considerable
additional sales and significantly improve customer
satisfaction.

Currency exchanges on iOS and Android smartphones are
already in trial operation after the first development
phase.

Our payment solution offers a unique payment interface
that stands out from any other application on the
market. Through an interface, the payment function can
be integrated into existing cash registers at retail and
online shops, facilitating the merchant acceptance of
various FIAT and/or crypto-currencies such as e.g.
Bitcoin.

Our cashless system alters the way payments are
processed. Mobile/cell phone hardware solutions have
been developed for fast and easy payment processes and
can be delivered with the software.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U

BCB4U

BCB4U FEATURES
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Cashless meets Loyalty

A digital account with various wallets 
for all currencies

MCV-CAP - BCB4U

BCB4U
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MCV-CAP - BCB4U

BCB4U

BCB4U BANKING APP
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WORLDWIDE TRANSFERS:
The global growth rate in remittances (their number and
volume) is set to increase significantly. In order to be
able to cope with these volumes, free of charge or cost-
effective, technological developments will also continue
to increase significantly.

In the interests of our clients, we want to be a leading
player and to handle a large share of these transactions.
This will also be ensured by Blockchain Community
Managers in Asia, Africa and America.

MCV-CAP - BCB4U

BCB4U
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MCV-CAP – BCB4U
Value increase using the example of BCB4U
BCB4U has tremendous customer potential thanks to
the combination of SEPA and Blockchain products. To
date, the crypto-currency values can only be used to
a limited extent for payments and purchases (real
and online). This will fundamentally change with
BCB4U, opening the real world for digital currencies.

With the unique etoxx loyalty system, direct sales
partners and online marketing tools, millions of
customers will be supplied with lots of products in a
very short time. As a result, the value of the bank
could rise to over 10 billion Euros in just a few years.

BCB4U
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MCV-CAP - BCB4U

BCB4U

Number of customers 500,000                   2,000,000                     4,000,000       7,000,000                  12,000,000
Average number of transactions                             20                               40                               60                               70                                75        
Total number of transactions p.a.              10,000,000 80,000,000                 240,000,000               490,000,000                900,000,000
Average value of transaction €                              200                             220                              300                             400                              500
Total value of transactions p.a. €          2,000,000,000          17,600,000,000            72,000,000,000        196,000,000,000         450,000,000,000
Conversion margin %                                             2.5                              2.0                         1.75                              1.5                             1.25
Fee income p.a. €                                      50,000,000               352,000,000              1,260,000,000       2,940,000,000             5,625,000,000

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
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etoxx AG

The software & knowhow provider etoxx is considered one of the
most innovative companies in connecting SEPA banking software to
digital Blockchain technology in the following areas:

• e-banking
• Cashless payments (including digital currencies)
• Debit-Credit-Prepaid-systems with interface to the digital currency
• e-voucher systems (money or product vouchers (as MCV token))
• Pay-out functions - virtual ATM via shop partner
• Loyalty systems
• Innovative B2B and B2C billing & accounting logics
• Smart Data analysis

A digital account with various wallets 
for all currencies

MCV-CAP - SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE
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Target market:
• Small, medium and large enterprises
• Bank and insurance companies
• Strengthening regional purchase power through 

regional currencies for communities and cities
• Tourism industry

• Target market:  worldwide
• 12 million users by 2023 

Kundenvorteile	
Sparen	
Komfort	
Coolness	

Unternehmensvorteile	
Gewinn	
Umsatz	

Wachstum	

Kundenbindungssystem	

		

NFC,	mobile	Devices,	Gutscheine		
eingrenzbar	auf	Shops,	Gruppen,	

Regionen	...	

Digitales	Gutscheinsystem	
		

On-chip	Lösung	in	mobilen	Devices	z.B.	
Events,	Gastro,	ZutriI,	Parken,	Öffis	...	

	

e-Mobilität		
		

e-sharing	(car,	bike,	public	
transport,	charging	...)	

	
	

Zutri<ssysteme	
		

Stadion,	Events,	Hotel,	Fitness-
Center,	Parkhaus	…	

	

Digitale	Bezahllösungen	
		

Cash	-	e-Voucher	-Cashback	
Produktgutschein	…		

	 CSM	

Customer Solution Master 

Customer benefits
Saving

Comfort
Coolness

Company benefits
Profit
Sales

Growth

e-mobility
e-sharing,

(car, bike, public transport, 
charging …)

Access systems
Stadium, events, hotel,

gym, car park …

Digital voucher system
On-chip solution in mobile devices
e.g. events, gastronomy, access, 

parking, public transportation

Loyalty system
NFC, mobile devices, vouchers

can be restricted to shops, 
groups, regions ….

Digital payment 
solutions

Cash - e-voucher - cashback
Product voucher …

MCV-CAP - SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE
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SIMPLIFICATION OF BANKING SERVICES FOR EVERYONE 
BANKING should be available for every customer WITHOUT RESTRICTION !!!

SOFTWARE

MCV-CAP - SOFTWARE
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Loyalty/cashless in conjunction with banking

SOFTWARE

Customer 1 

Customer 2 

Customer 3 

Customer 4 

Customer 5 

Customer 6 

Shop A

Shop B

etoxx system
cooperation
partner CoopP

Point of 
acceptance 
Shop POS

Shop C

Bank clearing account 

CoopP 
commission account Bank account

Ref. Acc. Point of acceptance

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

5 

Customer 46 
7 

7 

8 

8 

3 9 

10 

11 

12

(1) Purchase in shop/online shop via POS - customer pays with cash, credit or debit card 
(2) Info from POS to etoxx sxstem about purchase and bonus 
(3) Automatic billing to shop partner (once a month through etoxx system)
(4) Deposit of bonuses and commissions on the clearing account of the partner bank 
(5) Credit redemption (¤) by customers at the points of acceptance (shops) after
     verification by the system/CoopP

(6) Info from POS to etoxx system (purchase) about payment and redemption 
(7) Automatic settlement w shop partner (balance payment, bonus payment, commission)  
(8) CoopP triggers clearing by order of the partner bank
(9) Examination and clearance with A-proxy, transfer to the point of acceptance
(10) Transfer of the retained commission to the CoopP account
(11) Transfer of the compensation for the partner bank to an internal account 

100% less:
- commission for pint of sale (%) 
- commissionfor partner bank/CoopP (%)
- bonus payment

MCV-CAP - SOFTWARE
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MCV Token and BCB4U Coin

MCV Token
is a voucher for the future BCB4U Coin. The BCB4U Coin
should be issued after the bank license is approved (the
BCB4U AG Bank shall be established on basis of the
revenues of the MCV ICO). Every MCV Token equates 4
BCB4U Coins. The exact BCB4U Coin generation date will
be determined by the BCB4U Bank Management after
the bank license has been granted.

BCB4U Coin is a
Ø central BCB4U bank currency for bank products and

services
Ø loyalty coin - i.e. for products (leasing, credit,

insurance, mining, exchange transaction ...), crypto-
currency transactions and debit & credit card
payments, millions of smaller and larger cashback
transactions will be executed daily in the BCB4U coin.

This will make BCB4U coin the most used coin in the
world and increase daily demand.

INCREASING DEMAND = VALUE ADDED

Value added potential
There will be a tremendous demand for the BCB4U coin,
which is expected to increase in value accordingly

Best cashback credit card payment
Up to 85% of the transaction fee can be credited as
cashback in BCB4U coins

Top loyalty bonus
Up to 85% of the customer's transaction revenue can be
credited as a loyalty reward

High transaction volume
Product Partnerships with insurance, energy & other
trading companies (e.g. grocers, online shops ...) will
ensure a large customer base and thus high transaction
numbers in BCB4U coins.

MCV COIN
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MCV-CAP - INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

Crypto-currencies are currently receiving tremendous
attention, resulting in a large number of new market
entries of digital currencies of this kind. This trend
continues unabated, with new types of financial
instruments using Blockchain and crypto-currencies
predicted to have a very bright future. The increase in
purchases and exchange between crypto- and FIAT
currencies requires modern platforms.

The technology is about to make a breakthrough and this
offers investors an attractive chance to participate in a
technological revolution, with immense growth
opportunities right from the word go.

75% of the funds raised by the MCV-CAP ICO will be
assigned to covering costs of banking license, the roll-out
of bank products and software. In order to achieve our
ambitious goal, we will use the raised capital to build our
team of professionals in all requisite areas, to come up
with and improve new products, to make further
attractive investments and to form strategic
partnerships.

As we develop our products and services, the BCB4U coin
will become the central mainstay of MCV-CAP.

The MCV-CAP ICO presents a great opportunity for
investors to join us in shaping the financial market of the
future and thus to participate in innovative ideas and
projects.

ICO
The explosive development of 

crypto-currencies
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MCV-CAP - INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

Token Name MCV 

Token price at Public ICO 0.39 USD (in ETH)

Private sale start March 20, 2018 (00:00 MEST)

Private sale end April 19, 2018 (23:59 MEST)

Pre-Public ICO start          April 20, 2018 (00:00 MEST)

Pre-Public ICO  end       May 20, 2018 (23:59 MEST)

Public ICO start   May 21, 2018 (00:00 MEST)

Public ICO end June 30, 2018 (23:59 MEST)

Decimals 18

Smallest unit 1e-18 MCV

Token quantity 1,000,000,000 MCVs

Maximum token sold Via ICO up to approx. 50% - not sold token token will be redeemed for      

loyalty/cashback in BCB4U coins)

Minimum token purchase 100 MCV

Maximum token purchase 10,000,000 MCV

Softcap 3 million USD

Hardcap 106.6 million USD

Refund No – except if demand cannot be met

Applicability Anybody, except citizens of Hong Kong, People‘s Republic of China and

United States (due to legal regulations and trade restrictions)

ICO

Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) are
the hottest trend when it comes
to financing start-ups.
deraktionaer.de
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MCV-CAP - INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

ICO
The token holder is not entitled to ongoing performance-related remuneration (= dividend) and cannot exercise any
rights of participation or membership. There is also no entitlement to repayment of the invested capital or interest.

MCV TOKEN DESCRIPTION
The MCV token is a voucher for the future BCB4U coin. The BCB4U coin should be issued after the bank license is
granted (the BCB4U AG Bank will be established from the revenues of the MCV ICO).

Every MCV token equates 4 BCB4U coins. The exact date of the BCB4U coin generation will be determined by the
BCB4U banking management after the full banking license has been granted.

FUTURE MCV TOKEN GENERATION:
The MCV TOKENS (= vouchers for the future BCB4U coins) will be issued at the end of the ICO.

ICO income & influence on business plan:

3 - 30 million e-banking license and software development ensured - business plan delayed by 5 - 7 years
30 - 75 million full banking license and software development ensured – business plan delayed by 3 - 5 years
75 - 105 million full banking license and software development ensured – business plan delayed by 1 - 2 years
106.6 million full banking license and software development ensured – business plan as described
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MCV-CAP - INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

TOKEN QUANTITY
The maximum number of tokens is 1,000,000,000 and these will only be offered for sale
during the course of the ICO. The total output is fixed as at the end of the ICO, should the
maximum number of tokens not be taken up.

ICO PHASES
These phases correspond either to elapsed time periods, or to a certain number of tokens
sold:

• Private Sale:  Max. 34 million MCV
• Pre-Public ICO: Phase with 35% bonus
• Public ICO: Regular ICO phase

TOKEN PRICES
In the different phases, the token buyer receives for every investment of 1000 tokens:

Phase                                 Token Buyer

Pre-Public                1350 tokens
Public ICO                Up to 1150 tokens

ICO
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ICO

Value in USD Tokens Bonification Bonif. Tokens Total Tokens ICO Income USD

Private sale 2% 34,000,000 2,600,000 

Pre-ICO 10% 0.26 100,000,000 35% 35,000,000 135,000,000 26,000,000 

Public ICO 20% 0.39 200,000,000 15% 30,000,000 230,000,000 78,000,000 

399,000,000 106,600,000 

ICO Income Calculation                    1 MCV    =   0,3900 USD in ETH (Public ICO) 

MCV-CAP - INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

Tokens

Private sale 34,000,000 

Pre-ICO 135,000,000 

Public ICO 230,000,000 

Advisors 50,000,000 

Management 25,000,000 

Experts 25,000,000 

MCV / BCB4U loyalty* 501,000,000 

Sum 1,000,000,000 

ICO Token Allocation

* The MCVs (approx. 50%) not sold in the course of the ICO are used exclusively for the 
loyalty program and are therefore not tradable via Smart Contract until after the first issue. 
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• Token name: 
MCV

• Total number of MCVs issued: 
1,000,000,000 tokens

• Issue price: 
0.39 USD

• Minimum investment: 
100 MCV

• Maximum investment: 
10,000,000 MCV

MCV-CAP - INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

ICO
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BCB4U – COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

We are using Blockchain technology to create a
revolutionary change in banking, loyalty and cashless
systems.

With Blockchain technology, we can significantly reduce
transaction costs (especially due to the new upcoming
technology innovations) and make our coin accessible
and usable by anyone worldwide.

Risk minimization:

Thanks to decentralization and smart contracts in
conjunction with the SEPA banking world, the
advantages of Blockchain can be harnessed for the first
time to minimize risk.

50

MCV Coin

Benefits

EXCHANGE
Lower fees when

exchanging

ONLINE  SHOP
Up to 20% bonus
on the purchase

LOYALTY
Up to 20% bonus on the 

purchase with the
customer loyalty card

DEBIT CARD
For crypto- and 
FIAT-currencies

PRECIOUS METALS
Lower fees when

purchasing with crypto-currency

CRYPTO-

ATM

PAYMENTS
Quick - secure
free of charge

WALLETS
FIAT, crypto, 

insurance,
Securities, Vouchers
precious metals ...

WEALTH

MANAGEMENT

ICO/ITO

SERVICES

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES

”The German banks have recognized that the rise of Blockchain
technology has a high potential for significantly influencing their
business models. As a result, the institutions are gradually
building up knowledge to test initial use cases. However, this
development is still in its infancy “.

Dr. Thomas Schönfeld, Blockchain Leader at PwC Germany
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Lower costs: By investing in coins/tokens/vouchers and
Blockchain technology, we want to lower transaction
costs. Young and innovative companies are developing
new Blockchain technologies, which will empower the
implementation of new Blockchain banking products at
far lower cost and much higher speed.

In the current market, the cost of cross-border payments
is up to 5% of the transfer amount. In addition, buyers
have to wait days, sometimes weeks, until payments are
credited to the recipient. For the entrepreneur, this is
incomprehensible, because it makes business operations
more difficult.

Our goal is not only to offer low costs, but also a smooth
and transparent payment process.

Traders achieve a broader customer base: by adopting
crypto-currencies as a means of payment, shops can
target new customer groups, because crypto-currencies
know no boundaries or other limitations. Their
businesses can be rapidly expanded into new markets
and additional goods and services can be offered.

BCB4U – COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES

According to a new study by Roland
Berger, banks can generate billions
of dollars in savings or, in the
absence of focus on Blockchain
technologies, create existential
situations.
Sebastian Steger, Der Standard
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MCV-CAP - TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain operating principle
A Blockchain consists of data sets (so-called blocks), which are continuously expandable and which are
interconnected by means of cryptographic methods. Typically each block contains a secure hash of the sub-block as
well as transaction data and a timestamp. These data sets are stored in decentralized locations and are processed,
verified and invariably logged without a central overview.

B

?	

?	?	

?	

B B

Anfrage	zur	
Transak0on	

Einspielung	ins		
Netzwek	

Die	neue	Transak0on	wird	in	
das	Computer-Netzwerk	

eingespielt	

Bestä0gung	der	Transak0on	
durch	andere	Teilnehmer	
aufgrund	eines	crypto-

grafischen	Algorithmuses	

Dieser	Block	wird	in	die	
Bestehende	Blockchain	
hinzugefügt	und	verlinkt	

Die	Transak0on	wird	
bestä0gt	und	
abgeschlossen	

?	

?	

?	

✔	

✔	 ✔	

✔	

		A	>					>	B	B B	<	 ✔	B

Request for
a transaction

Upload to
the network

The new transaction is
uploaded to the 

computer network

Confirmation of the transaction
by other participants based on

a cryptographic algorithm

This block will be added 
to the existing Blockchain

and linked

The transaction will
be confirmed and 

completed

MCV
TECHNOLOGY
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MCV-CAP - TECHNOLOGY
MCV  - empowered by Ethereum Blockchain technology

Ethereum is a publicly available, distributed open-source
Blockchain-based platform with smart contract
functionality. It represents a decentralized virtual Turing
machine, the so-called Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM),
which can execute scripts using an international network
of public nodes. Ethereum has its own coin, the Ether, for
transactions between accounts and for compensation of
participant nodes for performed computations. Further,
it has implemented an internal pricing mechanism, the
“gas”.

Smart Contracts are computer protocols that depict or
verify contracts or provide technical support for the
negotiation or execution of a contract. A written
specification of the contract is thus becoming redundant.
By default Smart Contracts also have a user interface and
technically map the logic of contractual arrangements.
Smart Contracts achieve greater contractual security as
against traditional contract forms, while reducing
transaction costs at the same time.

Smart Contracts are treated in Ethereum as autonomous
scripts or decentralized applications that are stored in
the Ethereum Blockchain for later execution by the EVM.
Money orders embedded in Ethereum contracts are paid
in Ethers and can be implemented in a variety of Turing
scripting-languages.

PROGRAMING LANGUAGES
Smart Contracts are high-level programing abstractions
that are compiled in the EVM byte code and im-
plemented for execution in the Ethereum Blockchain.
They can be written in Solidity (a language library with
similarities to C and JavaScript), Serpent (similar to
Python), LLL (a simple Lisp-like language), and Mutan
(Go-based but outdated). A research-oriented language
called Viperis is also under development (a strongly
typed Python-derived decidable language).

MCV
TECHNOLOGY
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MCV-CAP - TEAM

With the vast experience of our core team and of our consultants, we are and our affiliates are well equipped to take
Blockchain technology into the next age - making it profitable and innovative.

The further development of the technology, as well as the evaluation and integration of new developments is driven
primarily by the etoxx software house co-founded by Egon Putzi.

Over the past two years, Egon Putzi has worked closely with his team and the etoxx software house to develop a state-
of-the-art and extensible payment, loyalty and acquisition solution for future use. From his earliest innovations, he has
placed great emphasis on software that complies with state-of-the-art system logics.

Egon founded and then successfully built up the high-tech semiconductor company SEZ AG, which within 15 years has
become a world market leader in its sector with over CHF 3 billion market value and more than CHF 400 million sales.
He listed the company as the first Austrian company on the Swiss stock exchange in 1996 and finally sold it to the
leading American semiconductor giant Lam Research in 2008.

The idea for the MCV token and BCB4U coin came from his deep personal dissatisfaction with the existing/traditional
financial and investment models. The resulting solution is based on the natural synthesis of breakthrough technology
and more than two decades of hands-on software experience.

TEAM
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MCV-CAP - TEAM
The MCV-CAP team consists of experienced professionals from a range of fields:

Ø Technical innovation (Egon Putzi)
Ø FINTECH (Gerald Schreiner)
Ø Crypto wealth management (Johann Wanovits)
Ø Product & business development (Christian Strasser, CEO)
Ø Product & service innovation center (Manfred Kepold)
Ø Business development (Thomas Liebert, CFO)
Ø Network marketing/sales (Gerald Deutschbauer)
Ø Research & development (Ernst Gaulhofer, CTO)
Ø Marketing (Barbara Oman)
Ø Direct sales (Martin Burgstaller)
Ø ICO business model (Elena Meissner)

In the person of Mauro Cappiello, we have been able to secure the services of one of the most experienced ICO
experts. He will organize the operational and legal handling of the ICO.

WE WILL FACILITATE THE WORLDWIDE USABILITY OF CRYPTO-CURRENCY

TEAM

IT/SOFTWARE/BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY HEAD of TEAMS

Ø Senior software & Blockchain innovator (Cosmin Burtica)
Ø IT/software SEPA/Blockchain development (Mario Kempf)
Ø IT/web design (Michael Prinzinger)
Ø IT/software/loyalty/cashback (Günther Orieschnig)
Ø IT/software development team 

(9 in-house & 14 external programmers)
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THE FUTURE

I’M MORE INTERESTED IN THE FUTURE THAN IN THE PAST,
BECAUSE THE FUTURE IS WHERE I INTEND TO LIVE Albert Einstein

THAT IS WHY IT IS THE BEST: WHEN WE DESIGN IT


